A Newton's searcch method is presented which efficiently finds closed orbits in a ring whose lattice contains both linear elements, such as drifts and quadrupoles, and nonlinear elements such as dipoles with a small radius of curvature, sextupoles, etc. The method simultaneously determines the tune of the closed orbit. By observing how the location of the closed orbt depends on the total momentum, the n and n' functions are determined exactly (including nonlinear terms in 6). By observing how the tunes of tthe closed orbit depend on the total momentum, the chromaticities are determnined exactly. The essential tool employed is the simnultaneous integration of the equations of motion for a trajectory along with the variational equations for neighboring trajectories.
Introduction
Chromnaticity correction is often essential for the operation of synchrotrons and storage rings. Methods for the calculation of chromeaticity have been developed by several authors. Tney range from completely analytical calculations to hybrid calculations that make u-se of analytical results combined with nuumerical results fromn matrix lattice codes. In some cases, these dif-ferent methods have been applied to the same problem with differing results. There is also concern that some methods omnit nonlinear dipole contributions whaich can be very imnportant for smnall rings. This paper describes a purely numerical method for chronaticity calculation that is both conceptually simple and exact. Its use can therefore serve as a benchmark for checking other methods.
Method of Computation
Briefly stated, the method of chromnaticity calculation to be described is as follows:
1. Specify the machine latt[ce including dipole strengths, qua:lrupole strengths, sextujpole strengths, etc.
2. Specify the mnomentum of a test particle. Obviously, the key elements in this procedure are steps 3 and 4. They are carried out with the aid of a numerical integration code which simnultaneously integrates the equation of motion for a particle trajectory and the variational equations for neighboring trajectories.
Variational Equations
Suppose the orbit equations for a lattice are written in the form u i = fi(uGo) Here A* is a 4x4 theta dependent matrix defined by A*ij(O) = afi(u",)/huj _l, (2) 
Here B* is a 4x4 mnatrix, I denotes the 4x4 identity natrix, and A* is the same inatrix as defined in (4). That is, the integration of (5) with the initial condition (6) Consider an imaginary plane which intersects the design orbit at right angles somewhere in some straight section. Then it is obvious that every other orbit will also intersect this plane. Indeed, every orbit intersects this plane each time it goes around the lattice.
It is easy to see that the linear part of M is available from the variational equations. Suppose the surface of section is located at 0 = 0. Let ua(0) be the orbit with initial conditions a. That is,
Then this trajectory must also satisfy the equation
Furtlhermore, every orbit with a given fixed total nomentum p is completely determined by the values of its two transverse coordinates and two transverse momenta at the moment of intersection. To see that this is the case, it is only necessary to realize that these four quantities may be viewed as a complete set of initial conditions for the four first-order orbit differential equations, and to recall that the solution of a set of differential equations is uniquely and completely specified by initial conditions. The whole situation may be summarized by saying that there is a certain 4-dimensional hypersurface in phase space which cuts across every phase space trajectory for the orbits under study. In addition, each orbit is uniquely specified in terms of any point (four coordinates) at which it crosses this surface. The 4-dimensional hypersurface just described is called a Poincare surface of section.
Next observe that orbits in the lattice generate a mapping M of the surface of section into itself. Consider a point on the surface of section. Since any such point requires four numbers for its specification, it is convenient to denote these four numbers collec- 
[See equations (2) Comparison of (15) and (11), with the aid of (13),
gives the result La -Ba(21T). One proposed lattice has normal entry bend magnets, and the other has parallel faced bend magnets.
Let pO denote the design momnentum, and let p be a momnentum of interest given by the relation It is evident that both natu-ral chromaticities are niegative. Provisions have been made for sextupole elements in the lattice to make the chnromnaticities nore negative or to bring themn to zero. 'Detailed numbers, with an excessive number of significant figures, will be presented elsewhere in order to provide bencrmark results for comparison with othier methods of computation.1
As a result of making a series of calculations, it is found that the natural chromnaticity of a small ring can vary widely over the tune diagraml; and, contrary to common lore, can even be positive. It is also found that nonlinear dipole contributions can be very important for small rings. Consequently, methods of chromnaticity calculation which treat dipoles in the linear transfer matrix approximation are not expected to be correct for small rings.
Finally, preliminary comparisons indicate good agreement with the programn DII4AT. The programn DIMAT makes use of TRANSPORT2 whiich retains all non-linear terms in the equations of motion thirough order two. Thus it appears that second order terms (which are o-mitted by linear transfer matrix approximations) can be very imaportant for small rings; and third order and still higher order terms (which are neglected by TRANSPORT) need not be important even for small rings.
